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Certificate Exception Request Type: 

Retroactive Certificate Creation: Creating WREGIS certificates for a period that falls outside the 
standard certificate creation rules. 

Retroactive Eligibility Code Application: Applying eligibility codes to previously created 
certificates. 

Other: Requesting an exception to WREGIS certificate creation policy not specified above. 

Certificate Exception Request Details:  

Program Name: _________________________________________________ 

Program Year(s): ________________________________________________ 

Provide a brief explanation of why you are requesting the certificate exception. 

WREGIS customer(s):   _____________________________________________________________________ 

WREGIS ORG ID:  _________________________________________________________________________ 

Generating unit(s):  ________________________________________________________________________ 

Fuel type(s):  ______________________________________________________________________________ 

Vintage(s): ________________________________________________________________________________ 

Supporting documentation and attachments submitted with this request: 

__________________________________________________________________________________________ 
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	Certificate Exception Request Type: Retroactive Certificate Creation Creating WREGIS certificates for a period that falls outside the
	Program Name: Nevada RPS 
	Program Years: 2023
	WREGIS customers: EDF Renewable Asset Holdings
	WREGIS ORG ID: 
	Generating units: Arrow Canyon Solar, LLC, W12700
	Fuel types: Solar Electric
	Vintages: Sept 2022 to December 2022.  
	Supporting documentation and attachments submitted with this request: 
	Brief Explanation: Moapa (Arrow Canyon)(EDF Renewable Asset Holdings) is a 200 MW solar project approved by the Commission in Docket No. 19-06039. The facility was completed in stages and started delivering test energy in Sept of 2022.  The last portion was completed in Dec of 2023.  Per the terms of the PPA between NV Energy and Moapa, the commercial operation date (COD) is Dec 8, 2023.  Wregis operating rules do not consider the PPA when determining the COD, but rather, the date the facility is permitted to interconnect. In this case, based on the interconnection agreement provided by NV Energy's transmission department, Wregis determined that the COD was Jan 2023 and the official activation date March 2023.  Because credits can only be issued up to 90 days after the activation date, this timeline would leave RECs from test energy produced between Sept 2022 and Dec 2022 stranded.   The NV PEC Admin is requesting a waiver to allow the generation for the test energy produced between Sept and Dec of 2022 to be reported for certification, as the RECs from this facility are slated to be used to meet the NV RPS and ramifications of the denial of credits are still unclear.Note: PUCN Staff Counsel and the PEC Admin have met with NV Energy to identify procedural deficiencies that may be the cause of multiple waiver requests.  In the future NV Energy has agreed to add PPA language that requires its contracted renewable energy producers to be fully aware of Wregis operating Rules. 


